
What “Response Time” Really Means in a Crisis, and
What You Can Do to Improve Yours

Introduction
In active shooter situations, many people assume that “response time” means the time that
elapses between the moment someone calls 911 and the moment that police arrive. However,
the concept of response time is much more complex, and depends heavily upon situational
awareness and real-time communication among on-site staff and first responders. In fact,
response time begins when a threat is identified and ends when calm is completely restored
and business can resume as usual. This white paper discusses this more complete concept of
response time and suggests simple and affordable technology-based solutions for reducing it.

Everyone Must Be Prepared

Data provided by the Gun Violence Archive1 indicates that 2020 is the worst year on record for
mass shooting incidents, defined as a minimum of four victims shot, fatally or not (excluding the
shooter himself). As of November 26, 2020, there were 578 mass shootings on record,
compared to 417 for the whole of 2019.

Data: Gun Violence Archive

Stress related to the coronavirus pandemic and the resultant economic and social crises may
explain some of the rise, but on the whole, gun violence in the United States is going up year

1 https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/
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after year—in workplaces, shops, houses of worship, theaters, government facilities, schools,
and more. This means that all facilities that gather people together need to have a system and a
plan to quickly respond to active shooter incidents.

However, not all do. A 2016 survey of 888 organizations (with a focus on companies with more
than 500 employees) found that although 69 percent of organizations viewed an active shooter
situation as a potential top threat, a shocking 79 percent did not believe that their organizations
were fully prepared for an active shooter event. More than one-third (39 percent) had no
communication plan in place, meaning that if an active shooter event did occur, widespread
confusion and conflicting information would prolong total response time, potentially by hours.2

The First Five Minutes
The late fire service author and speaker Alan Brunacini often said that the first five minutes of
fighting a fire determine the next five hours.3 The same is true in active shooter
situations—smart decisions made in the crucial first instants have the potential to save dozens
or even hundreds of lives. A study of five-year data based on 41 workplace shootings and 24
school shootings found that an additional person is shot every 15 seconds on average from the
shooter’s first shot.4 Seconds really do mean the difference between life and death.

According to the National Sheriffs’ Association, the average school shooting lasts 12.5 minutes,
whereas police arrive 18 minutes on average after they were summoned.5 Therefore, people on
the scene before the police arrive have the capacity to prevent deaths from increasing
exponentially.

Everyone is a First Responder
According to an FBI study of active shooter situations between 2001 and 2013, the “active”
aspect of such a crisis means that both law enforcement officers and ordinary citizens “have the
potential to affect the outcome of the event based on their responses.”6 In other words,
everyone at the scene is a potential first responder.

The same study found that in 13.1% of incidents, unarmed citizens—including employees,
students, and customers—safely and successfully restrained the shooter, preventing further
casualties. In 4% of incidents, an armed individual who was not part of the police response
team, including off-duty police officers and security guards, incapacitated the shooter. This
suggests that police arrival time is only one factor among many that can influence the outcome
of an incident, and that on-site awareness and preparation are equally, if not more, important.

6 https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/active-shooter-study-2000-2013-1.pdf/view

5 https://www.sheriffs.org/content/embracing-technology-decrease-law-enforcement-response-time

4 Buster, C (ed). Patrol Response Challenge. Journal: Law and Order, Volume: 56 Issue: 6. June 2008.
(https://www.ncjrs.gov/App/Publications/abstract.aspx?ID=245861)

3 https://www.fireengineering.com/2010/01/01/225691/the-first-five-minutes/#gref
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People on site at the time of an attack, regardless of whether they are armed, and regardless
of whether they have law enforcement or security training, are “first responders” to an active
shooter threat. Even in cases where individuals on site are not able to neutralize the threat,
they can gather information that will be helpful to the police and other emergency personnel
once they do arrive and contribute to a faster response time overall.

If there is chaos inside the building in those critical minutes before police arrive and start
engaging with the threat, there is a much higher risk to the people inside. Simple, cost-effective
technologies—including two-way communication, integrated video systems, mass notification
alerts, and instant gunshot detection—can reduce confusion and help people on site take steps
that reduce casualties and hasten the conclusion of an incident.

Response Time: Three Critical Points
A complete “response time” is comprised of three critical points: police engagement, injury
treatment, and restored calm/return to normal operations. To maximize your facility’s response
time, it is critical that your crisis management plan takes all three points into account.

1. Police Engagement
Rapid-notification technologies, such as panic buttons, summon police faster and can bring a
situation to resolution up to an hour sooner. Based on this information, many facilities assume
that a panic button or mass notification system is adequate protection on its own. However,
police engagement is only the first step.

Why is police arrival an inadequate metric for response time on its own?
● Police may not arrive at the correct address. Often, a facility’s street address is distinct

from the actual entrance, particularly when a facility has multiple buildings or is situated
on a corner lot. The time it takes for police to locate the entrance to the facility can
mean additional lives lost.

● Police may not be able to instantly locate the threat. Police probably do not have
intimate knowledge of your facility. In addition, if a threat is moving throughout the
facility, they may have received multiple 911 calls or panic button alerts from various
locations, sometimes giving conflicting reports of a shooter’s physical appearance. In a
chaotic situation, it will take police some time to navigate the facility and locate the
threat.

Technology can make it easier for police to quickly determine the site of the threat prior to
arrival. For example, when staff on site have access to an intuitive command dashboard from
their smartphones that permits them to communicate with law enforcement in real time, police
can arrive with the precise knowledge they need to locate and address the threat.

2. Injury Treatment
No matter how quickly emergency responders arrive, there is still much work to be done on
site. People may be injured in various locations across the facility, but medical personnel cannot
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begin to treat them until police know that there are no other threats and have declared the
building safe. If a shooter or other threat may be roaming around the facility, sending medical
personnel in to treat injuries would mean putting their lives at risk.

Moreover, without adequate situational awareness and real-time communication, police will
need to sweep the entire building—every bathroom stall, closet, cabinet, and crawl
space—before EMS and/or fire department personnel can help the injured. The added minutes,
if not hours, often contribute to a higher casualty count.

A study that reviewed autopsy reports for 213 deaths from 19 events found that 16 percent of
those deaths would have been preventable with faster treatment.7 The study’s co-author, Babak
Sarabani, who is director of the Center for Trauma and Critical Care at George Washington
University, told MedPage Today that the best way to save people with injuries that are not
immediately lethal is “much, much, much faster penetration of the scene by medical
personnel.”8

Medical personnel can reach the injured much faster with coordinated and integrated
communication. Police need “eyes and ears” inside the building to declare specific areas of the
building safe and enable EMTs and fire department personnel to rapidly treat injuries and
remove injured people from the site.

Eyes and ears on their own aren’t enough, however, if the technology is not up to par. At the
2016 Pulse Nightclub shooting in Orlando, for example, antiquated equipment and the fact that
different agencies operated on different radio channels inhibited real-time communication and
may have contributed to additional casualties.9

You can best prepare your site by implementing technology that gives everyone access to the
same information, at the same time, with two-way video, audio, and text. Ideally, your crisis
response system should be able to designate various areas of the building as “hot zones” or
“safe zones” in real time, using an interactive floor plan. Even if a threat in one part of the
building is ongoing, emergency personnel can treat injuries in other areas and reduce the
overall response time.

3. Return to Calm, Operations Restored
Chaos is the norm at the site of an active shooter incident. At a school, for example, news of the
incident spreads quickly among parents receiving frightened texts from their children inside.
Soon, anxious parents will cluster outside of police barriers, begging to know what is going on.

9

https://www.firehouse.com/home/news/12272075/fhexpo16-fire-chiefs-reflect-on-pulse-nightclub-shooting-firefig
hter-news

8 https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/exclusives/82504

7 Smith, E Reed et al. “Incidence and Cause of Potentially Preventable Death after Civilian Public Mass Shooting in
the US.” Journal of the American College of Surgeons vol. 229,3 (2019): 244-251.
doi:10.1016/j.jamcollsurg.2019.04.016
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As people are evacuated from the building, they join the panicked throng outside. Moreover,
local media, newspapers, and TV stations will rapidly descend on the site, potentially
broadcasting conflicting or incorrect information.

As long as panic, disarray, and conflicting information reign at the scene, the incident cannot
truly be “over,” even the shooter has been apprehended and police, EMTs, and fire personnel
are doing their jobs. People don’t know whether it’s safe to return to the building or come out
of hiding. Remember that your facility is now a crime scene, and that you cannot return to any
semblance of normalcy until it is cleared.

Prolonging this third phase of response time can have dire consequences. For businesses, every
minute of closure translates into hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars in lost revenue. Business
interruption insurance may not cover the losses—if a business temporarily closes in the wake of
an active shooter incident but the facility is not physically damaged, the insurance company
may classify this as a business decision rather than a covered loss. Moreover, the longer the fear
and chaos continue—particularly if people are trapped inside a building that has yet to be
declared safe by the police—the greater the risk that people will be too traumatized to resume
normal operations within a short time frame.

Response time must, by necessity, include the time it takes to restore calm, transport the
injured to medical facilities, and reunite survivors with their loved ones. An incident cannot
truly be considered “over” until normal operations can safely resume.

With technology that provides real-time, coordinated information at the site and allows for all
stakeholders to communicate easily, calm can be restored much sooner, and the incident can be
brought to a much faster resolution.

Improving Response Time: GABRIEL’s Solution
GABRIEL, a crisis-response product developed by individuals who have experienced the chaos
and impact of terror attacks and active shooter situations firsthand, offers an example of the
type of integrated technology that can reduce response time across all three critical junctures.

GABRIEL is designed to rapidly eliminate confusion and enable people on site to quickly and
effectively take control of the situation. The three-part system—comprising a user-friendly app,
smart sensor shields, and an intuitive command dashboard—provides instant situational
awareness and communication for people on the ground, security staff, management, and first
responders, saving essential time. It can integrate with existing technology at a facility, making it
simple and cost-effective to implement.

GABRIEL utilizes technology that most people have on their person at all
times—smartphones—and includes features, like instant gunshot detection, that can rapidly
initiate an effective crisis response even if no one has pressed a panic button. It also includes
post-event analyses with recordings so that users can learn from past events and improve their
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response. Moreover, it allows multiple sites in an area to share information and alerts in case a
shooter moves to multiple locations.

GABRIEL helps everyone on site be an effective first responder. It creates two-way
communication with all connected devices, initiates customizable alerts throughout a facility,
and empowers everyone with life-saving information and tools that set the stage for a quick and
effective response.

GABRIEL improves outcomes across all three junctures of response time as defined in this white
paper:

1. Police Engagement
Not only does GABRIEL summon police much faster, but it also ensures they have the
information they need before they arrive on site. GABRIEL:

● Offers the option for approved users to active a panic button directly from their
smartphones, eliminating the need to access a specific location in a crisis and reaching
police more quickly

● Immediately alerts on-site staff of danger and law enforcement of an emergency
● Allows people on site to send law enforcement a detailed, easy-to-understand, and

mobile-friendly floor plan with hot zones, safe zones, and injuries marked—even if law
enforcement officers do not have the GABRIEL app themselves

● Directs responders to the real-time point of threat
● Gives police “eyes and ears” on site, even before they arrive: police can see the shooter

moving through the facility in real time while they are on their way

2. Injury Treatment
GABRIEL helps ensure that no time is wasted in reaching injured people, treating them, and
bringing them to safety.

● With “hot zones” and “safe zones” clearly marked and updated in real time, law
enforcement does not have to sweep the entire facility, ensuring that medical and fire
personnel can access injured people sooner.

● Users can indicate on the interactive floor plan where casualties are, and provide video
and audio that can help emergency personnel locate and treat the injured.

3. Return to Calm/Normal Operations Restored
On average, facilities with GABRIEL can resolve a crisis situation an hour sooner than facilities
with no solution in place, and up to 15 crucial minutes sooner than facilities with less
comprehensive solutions—potentially saving dozens of lives. GABRIEL makes it easier to
eliminate chaos, help those in need, and restore continuity of operations.
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Conclusion
In an unfolding crisis, chaos is the enemy that prevents an effective response and prolongs an
incident from seconds to minutes or even hours. In a crisis situation, people panic, the chain of
command breaks down, and it’s not always clear to emergency responders where they are
needed and how to address the situation. A crisis management approach based on the simple
arrival time of police misses key opportunities to save lives and bring the situation to a faster
resolution.

When selecting an emergency response system for your facility, consider all three critical points
of response time: police engagement, injury treatment, and return to calm/resumption of
normal operations. The best technologies allow for integrated, real-time communication and
are easy for people on site and first responders to use and understand, even in moments of
crisis.
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